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Chapter 2661: Space-time Beast 

 

The Sacred Palace was a place where Crimson Stone Fort nurtured geniuses and it was where geniuses 

were plenty. After becoming one of the many disciples there, Jian Wushuang took a stroll in the vicinity. 

The Sacred Palace was very large and contained quite a lot of specific places for cultivation. 

Jian Wushuang was checking out the cultivation spaces that were more or less helpful to cultivate the 

understanding of certain laws or principles one by one. 

Even though the cultivation spaces were really quite helpful to regular genius disciples at Earth Ultimate 

God level, they were of little use for Jian Wushuang whose battle strength was sufficient to withstand 

High-level Heaven Ultimate Gods. 

He passed by many cultivation spaces along the way, but nothing seemed satisfactory enough for him to 

join and study. 

Especially the Sword Principle Palace that he just walked by. 

“Although the Sword Principle Palace claimed to be one that specialized in Sword Principles with various 

kinds of sword techniques to be studied inside, there isn’t much to study with my current achievement. I 

could perhaps study those sword skills before my sword principle reaches the Sword World’s Profound 

Achievement, but now...I can see through their fundamentals.” Jian Wushuang sighed secretly. 

There were various cultivation spaces along the way with only a handful being of little help to him. 

He arrived at a huge green palace at that moment. 

The incredibly wide green palace with a special Space-time Energy surrounding it had caught Jian 

Wushuang’s attention. 

At the palace door, a purple-clad old man stood there like an old zen monk with his eyes closed as 

someone walked out of the palace right at that moment. 

“Senior Brother.” Jian Wushuang went up to him. 

A down-to-earth-looking big man raised his head and asked, “Yes? Can I help you?” 

“Well, I’m unfamiliar with a lot of matters here as I’ve just arrived at the Sacred Palace. I would like to 

ask Senior Brother, what is inside this palace?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

The down-to-earth man answered, “This palace is the Space-time Palace. It’s a place disciples used to 

study Space-time Law with quite an amazing Space-time Beast in the palace. You’re welcome to go in 

and try if you’re studying Space-time Law, but you’ll need to have enough Sacred Points.” 

“Is that so?” Jian Wushuang was slightly moved. 

Space-time Palace was used for studying Space-time Law, and it just so happened that it was what he 

studied. 



“Thank you, Senior Brother.” Jian Wushuang thanked him and immediately walked towards the Space-

time Palace’s entrance. 

Once he arrived at the door, the meditating monk-like old man in purple clothes opened his eyes and 

gazed at him, “Spending a month in the Space-time Palace requires ten Sacred Points.” 

“Sacred Points?” Jian Wushuang was weirded out. He knew that Sacred Points were widely circulated 

contribution credits among the Sacred Palace disciples gained through carrying out missions, exchanging 

treasures, or even through battle gambles with fellow disciples. 

“I just arrived at Sacred Palace and have no Sacred Points, but Palace Keeper Si Zhen had instructed that 

any resources in the Sacred Palace are unconditionally opened for me to use. Entering the Space-time 

Palace should be within my rights,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“All resources are opened unconditionally for you? His Excellency the Palace Keeper said that to you 

personally?” The purple-clad old man looked at him in surprise. 

“Indeed, you can always check in with Palace Keeper Si Zhen if you don’t believe me.” Jian Wushuang 

smiled. 

The old man did not completely believe him and thereafter inquired through his Message Token before 

very soon received a reply. 

“His Excellency really gave such an order?” The old man looked in disbelief before taking a good look at 

Jian Wushuang. He then said, “Please enter.” 

“Thank you very much,” said Jian Wushuang who went straight into the Space-time Palace. 

The down-to-earth man that Jian Wushuang just talked to went up after he entered. 

“Elder Purple, what’s going on? How come you let that man just now in without giving you any Sacred 

Points?” He asked in surprise. 

Normally, the Sacred Palace disciples had to pay Sacred Points before they could enter into the Space-

time Palace. 

“Well...” The old man mumbled for a short while before he summarized Palace Si Zhen’s instructions. 

“Goodness, who is he to have all the resources in the Sacred Palace opened to him? How come he gets 

such special treatments?” The down-to-earth man felt more envious than stunned. 

... 

There was a gigantic plaza inside the Space-time Palace with a dozen Sacred Palace disciples scattered 

around and sitting in lotus posture. 

In the foremost part of the plaza was a huge black statue. 

“That’s big!” 

Jian Wushuang raised his head to stare at the black statue. 

The incredibly big black beast black statue was 3,000 meters tall. 



The nose-less black beast had a triangular head, huge eyes, and a tiny mouth. It had two horns on its 

forehead and looked incredibly fierce. Its body was covered in cold black scales. Every one of those black 

scales was the size of an adult human which spread across every corner of the figure like black fire. It 

looked very vivid as though it was alive. 

Jian Wushuang felt uncontrollably moved upon his very first glance at the black beast as he could sense 

strong Space-time energy from the beast. 

The Space-time energy was covering the entire beast’s body and even on each scale. 

Jian Wushuang even felt that every scale on the black beast’s body contained Space-time Law. His Soul 

Power did a thorough search and discovered there were exactly one thousand scale pieces on the beast. 

“Space-time Beast. Is this what the Senior Brother just now referred to as the Space-time Beast?” Jian 

Wushuang mumbled. He immediately sat down in a lotus style on the plaza and closed his eyes before 

beginning his studies. 

It took a short moment before Jian Wushuang sensed something. 

“Every scale on the black beast represented a piece of Space-time Law. A thousand scale pieces mean a 

thousand pieces of Space-time Law. The Space-time Law’s first stage could form a thousand 

apparitions...” Jian Wushuang mumbled to himself quietly and soon got his answer. 

“Every Space-time Law on the thousand scales indeed represents one thousand apparitions. Once I’ve 

understood the Space-time Law on all of the scales I can conjure one thousand apparitions. It then 

means I’ve completed the first stage of Space-time Law’s which is also the limit. 

“The Space-time Law has to evolve once again after that towards the second stage...” 

Chapter 2662: Second Stage, Space-time Strangulation! 

 

Jian Wushuang had fully immersed himself in understanding the Space-time Beast. 

Forming apparitions was merely the first stage and step of Space-time Law. There was the second stage, 

third stage, and so on after that... 

Jian Wushuang had been using Fengtian Scroll to increase his understanding of laws within the 40-years 

journey from Northern Darkstar Territory to Danyang Continent. His understanding of Space-time Law 

and Transmigration Law had tremendously increased at that point. 

He could concurrently already form one thousand apparitions when it came to Space-time Law. 

In other words, he had achieved the limit of Space-time Law’s first stage. However, he had not taken his 

step into the second stage. 

Jian Wushuang had found a trace of opportunity from the Space-time Beast to cross into the second 

stage at that moment. 

“Those scales...” 



Jian Wushuang’s soul power energy was scrutinized on every single scale. Those scales had become one 

entity within his senses. 

There were a thousand scales, yet it felt like there was only one scale. 

Those scales which had the first stage of Space-time Law were evolving to its extreme. However, the 

Space-time Law within the scales continued to evolve and gradually evolved into a gigantic Space-time 

black hole following Jian Wushuang’s continued studies. 

In Jian Wushuang’s eyes, the huge Space-time Beast in front of him had vanished and only to be 

replaced with a terrifying Space-time Black Hole. 

Infinite strangulation energy swept into all directions within the Space-time Black Hole. 

“Strangulation, Space-time Strangulation!” Jian Wushuang was shaken in the heart. 

Space-time Law’s first stage was the formation of apparition while its second stage was Space-time 

Strangulation! 

One had to learn to control the power of Space-time Strangulation at that stage. 

Jian Wushuang had been exploring all those years but had not been able to find anything. However, he 

could see the complete evolution form of the Space-time Law through the Space-time Beast. 

“Is that so?” 

“That is how Space-time Law’s first stage evolves to the second stage?” 

The Space-time Law that Jian Wushuang had control began to evolve according to the evolution process 

on the Space-time Beast. 

Time passed day after day and very soon Jian Wushuang had stayed in the Space-time Palace for a good 

half month. 

He finally opened his eyes and smiled joyfully while still sitting in lotus style at the plaza. 

“Second stage, successful!” 

He felt very happy inside. 

Previously, he did not look forward much to the cultivation resources the Sacred Palace had to offer. 

Those resources were not of much use to cultivators at the Heaven Ultimate God realm and above. 

However, who would have thought he was lucky enough to find a Space-time Beast statue there. The 

Space-time Beast contained the Space-time Law’s evolution and it just so happened to be very helpful 

for him. After carefully studying it had immensely helped his understanding of Space-time Law. 

“Every breakthrough to a new stage in Space-time Law is a huge leap forward which causes fundamental 

changes in the control of Space-time Law. There are too many people here, so let me go find a quiet 

place to try it out.” 

Jian Wushuang stood up right away and exited the Space-time Palace. 



The purple-clad old man still had his eyes closed and was standing like a meditating old monk outside 

the Space-time Palace. His eyelids twitched as he realized Jian Wushuang had just walked out and gave 

him a glance without speaking. 

Jian Wushuang arrived on an empty field. 

“Let’s try.” 

Jian Wushuang’s body suddenly moved with a sense of longing in his eyes. 

Space-time Law energy burst out in an instant as his figure suddenly glided out. 

There were no apparitions as Jian Wushuang moved to the end of the field in a flash and was back to 

where he was in another. 

From beginning to end, his figure did not leave a trace at least to bare eyes in the void such that even 

the ordinary Heaven Ultimate Gods would not be able to see his figure. 

“Fast, too fast! 

“Although there were no apparitions, it’s ten times faster than when forming apparitions! 

“This speed is a whole other concept altogether.” 

Jian Wushuang exclaimed. 

Speed had always been his forte. The speed that he previously had could be considered extremely fast 

among Heaven Ultimate Gods. However, it was not comparable to his newly possessed speed. 

Jian Wushuang believed that even ordinary Primary-level Heaven Ultimate Gods would not have time to 

react if he were to perform attacks with such terrifying speeds. Even if High-level Heaven Ultimate God 

could respond, their defense would still seem very embarrassing under his high-speed attacks. 

Law understanding would become harder and harder from then on. 

In the first stage of Space-time Law, one’s understanding would increase following the increase of 

apparitions alongside one’s speed increment. 

However, ordinary Primary-level Heaven Ultimate Gods who studied Space-time Law could only form 

300 to 400 apparitions at most. 

One had to be a High-level Heaven Ultimate God to be able to form 600 or 700 apparitions. 

Forming 1,000 apparitions was the first stage’s limit. Many top High-level Heaven Ultimate Gods or even 

ordinary Peak Heaven Ultimate Gods could reach that level. 

Jian Wushuang was also once at that level. 

However, there were not many who could reach the second stage of Space-time Law even among Peak 

Heaven Ultimate Gods...but Jian Wushuang did. 



In other words, his existing understanding of Space-time Law was extremely strong even amongst Peak 

Heaven Ultimate Gods and so was his speed. Many Peak Heaven Ultimate Gods would not be able to 

catch up to his speed. 

Furthermore, his Space-time energy control had increased a great deal after arriving at that level which 

did not only show in his speed. 

There were many more. 

“Space-time, Strangulation!” 

Jian Wushuang’s body shook as huge strangulation energy burst out and covered the entire field within 

it. 

The strangulation energy was extremely overpowering and cutting everything in a frenzy. He was certain 

that cultivators below Heaven Ultimate Gods would have turned into tiny bits in the blink of an eye were 

they to be in the field. Even the ordinary Primary-level Heaven Ultimate Gods would find it difficult to 

fend off the strangulation energy. 

Most importantly, one could not hide at all under that strangulation energy like many Space-time tactics 

like the Space-time Apparition and would be crushed in a split second. 

At that moment, Jian Wushuang gradually raised his palms as the huge strangulation energy around him 

gathered in his hands. 

In the blink of an eye, a half-meter-length small shapeless wind blade appeared in Jian Wushuang’s 

hand. 

Although the wind blade was not big, its power and strangulation energy contained therein was 

terrifyingly strong. 

Chapter 2663: Space-time Blade 

 

“Is this the Space-time Blade after reaching the Space-time Law second stage?” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes sparkled with anticipation as he examined the invisible blade in his hand. 

The Space-time Blade was formed by condensing the strangulation power. 

It was powerful enough to destroy the World. 

The Space-time Blade was not only good as a weapon but could also be integrated into one’s moves and 

techniques. 

Jian Wushuang as a sword cultivator could integrate the Space-time Blade into his sword techniques. 

“Let’s try it.” 

Jian Wushuang was eager to try out the blade as Blood Mountain Sword appeared in his hand before 

swinging his sword out. 



It was just an ordinary sword movement with him just casually wielding his sword, but with the Space-

time Blade enveloping his sword technique. The power of his sword technique and Space-time Blade’s 

strangulation power superimposed on each other as his sword fell. The erupted power disrupted the 

void before him! 

“This power...” Jian Wushuang was amazed. 

He just did a casual move, but even such sword power was probably capable of threatening an ordinary 

High-level Heaven Ultimate God. 

“Even a casual sword movement would be terrifying with this Space-time Blade. The power will be even 

more powerful if combined with the Space-time sword technique I’ve created.” Jian Wushuang clasped 

both hands together. “Moreover, I’ve just reached the second stage of Space-time Law and only 

managed to control the Space-time Blade’s first style as of now. I’m sure there’s still a huge room for 

improvement in the future.” 

Just like the Space-time Apparition, Space-time Blade was capable of becoming stronger as Jian 

Wushuang made progress in Space-time Law. 

Rumor had it that those experts who reached the second stage understanding in Space-time Law could 

single-handedly discharge hundreds or even a thousand Space-time Blades with each Space-time Blades 

powerful enough to kill a Primary-level Heaven Ultimate God. How horrible would it be for a discharge 

of hundreds or even a thousand Space-time Blades at the same time? 

It would simply be a nightmare when they were sent forth if those hundreds of Space-time Blades were 

condensed and integrated into his offensive moves. 

“Understanding the laws will get harder with progress. I’ve just reached the second stage and gained 

control of Space-time Blade’s first style. I’m afraid it’ll be quite a while before I can take control of the 

second style,” muttered Jian Wushuang indifferently. 

He had a very high understanding of the Space-time Law, but the same could not be said for his 

Transmigration Law understanding which was quite far behind. 

His understanding of Transmigration Law had also reached the first stage’s limits and was only one step 

away from the second stage, but who knew when he would finally be able to reach the second stage. 

In terms of Sword Principles, Profound Achievement Sword World was common among Heaven Ultimate 

Gods. However, his Sword World could extend up to 100,000 miles when Jian Wushuang displayed its 

full potential with powers comparable to a Complete Sword World with Jian Wushuang’s Sword World 

probably being stronger. 

Therefore, Jian Wushuang’s understanding of Laws and Sword Principles was considered strong among 

the Heaven Ultimate Gods. 

The only part he lacked was his cultivation realm! 

“I’ve stayed in front of the Space-time Beast for more than half a month. I wonder if Yin Su’er and Palace 

Keeper Si Zhen have gotten the Divine Elixir Pills for me?” 

Jian Wushuang immediately went to visit Palace Keeper Si Zhen. 



Inside a huge manor in the Sacred Palace. 

“Jian Yi, this is where you’ll live. I’ve made it clear that no one should disturb you unless there’s 

something urgent. In addition, there are two Message Tokens here belonging to two very powerful 

Sacred Palace Elders. You can send a message to these two Elders if you have any needs during your 

time in the Sacred Palace. Feel free to message me if they aren’t able to help you.” Palace Keeper Si 

Zhen handed two tokens to Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang nodded slightly after receiving both tokens. 

He knew that Palace Keeper Si Zhen was busy due to his position in the Sacred Palace so he would not 

have time to deal with petty matters. Most of the day-to-day issues were left in the hands of Sacred 

Palace Elders. 

“Here’s an Interspatial Ring which the Fort Master asked me to give you a few days ago. It contains the 

Divine Elixir Pills you need. The Fort Master was unable to prepare many of them for you in such a short 

time frame—only eight hundred. I heard you’ve been meditating in the Space-time Hall, so I didn’t 

interrupt you at that time, hence I’ll give this to you now.” Palace Keeper Si Zhen gave an Interspatial 

Ring to Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang simply glanced inside and there were indeed 800 Divine Elixir Pills within! 

“Eight hundred pills!” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes narrowed. 

800 Divine Elixir Pills were only a measly amount to the Fort Master of Danyang Holy Domain, but Jian 

Wushuang was aware of the difficult situation Yin Su’er was in. She must have paid a huge price or 

sacrificed a great deal to gather those 800 Divine Elixir Pills. 

Jian Wushuang would not complain about it. 

Besides, those 800 Divine Elixir Pills were enough to raise his cultivation realm by another level. 

“Alright, I’ve handed it to you so I’ll make a move first as I still have a lot of matters to deal with. Carry 

on with your cultivation and don’t let the two Fort Masters down,” said Palace Keeper Si Zhen solemnly 

before turning around and leaving. 

Jian Wushuang looked at the Interspatial Ring in his hand with a strange expression after Palace Keeper 

Si Zhen left. 

“Yin Su’er must have high expectations of me for her to willingly gather 800 Divine Elixir Pills in her 

current situation. I can’t let her down if that’s the case.” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

He then immediately began refining and absorbing those Divine Elixir Pills’ power in seclusion within the 

manor’s secret chamber. 

He had sold ten catties of Royal Blood Gems and Liquid Life, to get a total of 520 Divine Elixir Pills in 

Wushui Territory 28 years ago. 



He only needed 120 Divine Elixir Pills to successfully make a breakthrough from the Primary-level Earth 

Ultimate God realm to the High-level Earth Ultimate God realm. He absorbed and refined the remaining 

four hundred Divine Elixir Pills to accumulate some divine power in his body. In the last 28 years, he had 

absorbed a fair bit of divine power on his own which meant that he had accumulated quite a lot of 

divine power. Therefore, he was not too far from making a breakthrough to the Peak Earth Ultimate God 

realm. 

Jian Wushuang predicted that he should be able to break through and reach the Peak Earth Ultimate 

God Realm had he refined and absorbed all 800 Divine Elixir Pills before him. 

It took Jian Wushuang a full five months to absorb all 800 Divine Elixir Pills and managed to make a 

breakthrough and reach the Peak Earth Ultimate God realm as he had intended. 

His divine power skyrocketed again as soon as he made a breakthrough with his overall strength 

increased by leaps and bounds. 

Chapter 2664: Be Mine! 

“My divine power has skyrocketed again after making a breakthrough to Peak Earth Ultimate God realm. 

I should now be able to fight head-on with any Peak Earth Ultimate God I met when coupled with the 

improvement on Space-time Law.” Jian Wushuang clasped his hands tightly. 

“Oh, right...” 

Jian Wushuang was suddenly reminded of something and flipped his hand to take out a baby’s fist-sized 

golden stone. 

Jian Wushuang stared strangely at the golden stone. 

It was the golden stone he bought from the Star Picking Pavilion auction for the price of 5,000,000 

Primordial Stones. 

Jian Wushuang bought it despite no one being interested in the golden stone at the time because he felt 

faint traces of the Space-time fluctuation within the golden stone due to his familiarity with the Space-

time Law. 

He carefully looked into it after his purchase and was certain of the golden stone’s extraordinaire, but 

his understanding of Space-time Law was too low for him to find out more about the golden stone at 

that time. 

He thought of trying again once his Space-time Law understanding had greatly improved. 

Jian Wushuang sat down cross-legged, closed his eyes, and sent his soul power into the stone. 

He soon sensed the space-time fluctuations in the golden stone again which was clearer this time. 

He gradually formed a connection with the golden stone through those sensations. 

The connection established was like a key to unlocking the secret chamber’s door as he finally 

discovered the mystery within the golden stone. 

Rumbling... 



Jian Wushuang felt his world turn and head buzzing. 

He found himself in a huge Space-time Storm in the blink of an eye. 

Huhuhu! 

The Space-time Storm flooded all corners of the world with strangulation powers far more powerful 

than Jian Wushuang’s Space-time Blade. 

Moreover, space-time was frozen in many places within the Space-time Storm’s coverage. 

There were also pieces of space that were constantly being shattered up and reorganized. 

It was indeed a huge Space-time World just like the Space-time World created by Jian Wushuang in 

Thousand Treasures Grand World. 

However, its features and strength were much more powerful and impressive! 

An extremely tall magnificent-looking golden palace gate was located right in the center of the Space-

time Storm with a hint of mystery inside it. Jian Wushuang could sense the vast space-time powers 

within it which seemed to lead toward a different space-time. 

Jian Wushuang was standing under the golden palace. 

He raised his head to look at the awe-inspiring palace gate before him and was shocked to feel a great 

level of pressure. 

“Where is this place?” Jian Wushuang was scanning his surroundings. 

He knew he was inside a consciousness space. 

Consciousness Spaces were simulations and the fact that it felt so real only meant the void existed in the 

real world! 

A similar special space existed within the Ancient God Domain that had the same magnificent golden 

palace gates just like the one in front of him. 

“So the magnificent golden gate before me is the mystery within this golden stone?” Jian Wushuang 

murmured. 

Suddenly... 

Buzz! 

A primitive yet attractive breath of aura permeated from within the palace gates. 

A mighty voice also came from the other side of the palace gate. 

“Come through the Space-time gate, enter my Space-time Palace, and become one of my people!” 

The voice seemed to contain some special magical power as it reverberated in Jin Wushuang’s ears 

again and again—refusing to go away for a long time. 

Jian Wushuang stood under the golden palace gate and was completely startled. 



He had inferred the golden stone’s true purpose. 

The golden stone was a standard trial that would bring one’s consciousness into the golden palace gate’s 

Consciousness Space as long as they could sense the Space-time fluctuations in the golden stone and 

form connections with it. On the other side of the golden palace gates was the Space-time Palace 

mentioned by the voice! 

Space-time Palace... There was also a Space-time Palace within the Sacred Palace housing a Space-time 

Beast in it which had helped him make great progress in understanding the Space-time Law. 

Jian Wushuang could see that the Space-time Palace before him was unusual from its golden gate to the 

crazy Space-time Storm and astounding tactics coupled with the mysterious golden stone! 

It was very likely made by some true top powers within the Ancient God Domain—the likes of Sacred 

Palace or even the Nine Realms of Golden Crow could be compared to. 

Besides that, he could see from the name Space-time Palace to the tactics exposed to him—the palace 

was all about Space-time! 

Jian Wushuang was able to arrive in that space with the golden stone’s help due to his familiarity with 

Space-time Law. 

There were two paths laid before him. 

“To go in or not?” 

Jian Wushuang was hesitating. 

According to the voice he heard, he would be a member of the palace once he crossed the golden 

palace gates. However, he knew nothing about the palace or what it did and also had no idea which 

camp he should be in. 

Even if the Space-time Palace was in the same camp as the Three Great Sacred Realms in Ancient God 

Domain, it would be interesting for him to get into the Space-time Palace which might be guided by the 

Head of Three Divine Realms. 

In addition, there was an important point in which he did not know where the strength of the Space-

time Palace lay and whether it would be controlling the experts reporting to it. 

He did not dare to enter the palace due to these considerations. 

If he refused to enter the palace... Not everyone was able to appear in the space or stand in front of the 

golden palace gate and enter the gate to become a member of the Space-time Palace. Judging from the 

golden stone he possessed, it was a great opportunity for him to improve in understanding the Space-

time Law. 

He was tempted with such a great opportunity presented before him. 

Jian Wushuang hesitated for a long time in front of the golden palace gates before finally raising his 

head. 

“Let’s take a chance.” 



There was a sparkle of anticipation in his eyes. 

“Such a great opportunity is in front of me. I can’t waste it as I can’t be bothered too much about the 

position and nature of this Space-time Palace. Even if the Space-time Palace is in the same camp as the 

Three Great Sacred Realms—the enemy of the Seven Stars Black Sect—I’ll find a way to escape after 

growing stronger.” 

Jian Wushuang finally decided after taking a deep breath before stepping out and entering the golden 

palace gates. 

Chapter 2665: Space-time Divine Technique 

 

Outside the golden palace gates was a huge Space-time Storm. 

However, on the other end of the golden palace gate was a dark and calm void. 

Jian Wushuang stood on the void’s periphery while looking straight ahead with a dazed look. 

A figure stood tall in front of him where his eyes were focused. 

The figure was three yards tall and wearing a simple but clean white robe. The figure seems vague from 

where Jian Wushung was so he could not see its appearance very well. All he could perceive was the 

figure standing in the center of the dark void with his hands behind his back. 

The entire dark void was extremely quiet with not the slightest sound nor movement. 

Jian Wushuang was staring at the tall figure in a white robe who gave him a weird feeling. 

It seemed that the figure was standing in the void right in front of Jian Wushuang, yet felt like it might 

not even exist after all in space-time. The tall figure in a white robe appeared out of place, but also 

seemed to have completely integrated with his surrounding space-time. 

It was out of place, yet it seemed to perfectly blend in. The two were completely different concepts 

from each other, but at the same time appeared simultaneously in the tall white-robed figure. 

“This person...” Jian Wushuang was confused. 

A dozen figures came into the dark void at an astonishing speed not far from away without warning and 

instantly broke the calmness. 

Even though it was quite far away, the sound of breaking winds produced by those figures moving 

through the void could be heard from Jian Wushuang’s location. 

Jian Wushuang immediately looked in that direction and noticed a total of 13 males and females in the 

void. Although Jian Wushuang could not sense their divine power breath, his instincts told him that any 

one of them could give him quite a bit of scare. 

He was sure those 13 people were at least Undying Saints or higher. 

Among the 13 Undying Saints, one of them was a fair-skinned bald boy who was running away from the 

remaining 12 people chasing after him frantically at the back. 



They were incredibly fast in the chase and flee. 

Jian Wushuang thought he was fast enough after achieving the second stage in Space-time Law but was 

shocked to discover that he was still far behind when compared with any of those 13 people. 

At the speed they were going, those 13 people instantly appeared in front of both Jian Wushuang and 

the tall white-robed figure. 

“Is that person going to take action?” Jian Wushuang immediately looked at the tall white-robed figure. 

The tall white-robed figure then made a move as expected. 

Jian Wushuang thought the tall white-robed figure had unfathomable power and might perhaps display 

his magnificent power to rescue the bald boy. However, the white-robed figure did not do much at all. 

Nothing was coming out of his body—not his aura nor divine power breath. 

He slowly raised his right hand and pointed at the void where those 12 experts were. 

All he did was point a finger. Jian Wushuang did not see explosive divine power from the figure, but the 

pointing finger had moved the world and space-time. 

The 12 experts who were madly chasing after the bald boy stopped in their tracks abruptly without any 

warning. 

They had stopped in their tracks while still keeping their skimming posture such that even their 

expressions were frozen in place. 

Apart from their frozen statues, even their surrounding void had completely become stagnant. 

It felt as though space-time had completely stopped. 

Space-time had indeed gone completely still. 

As space-time in the void completely halted, the 12 experts in the void maintained the same posture 

along with their thoughts and consciousness also stopped. 

The Space-time in other voids was still normal without a change apart from the void surrounding those 

12 experts. 

The tall white-robed figure slowly stepped forward and approached the bald boy and took him away. 

The void’s space-time began to flow again once both of them had completely walked away. 

The 12 experts had also resumed their motions but were struck in the daze while staring around blankly. 

They did not know what had happened as even their consciousness was halted. They remembered 

chasing after the bald boy before he suddenly disappeared right under their noses. 

As for the actual events—they knew and noticed nothing. 

Jian Wushuang saw everything that transpired while standing on the dark void’s edge. 

“Did...space-time just went completely still?” Jian Wushuang’s eyes widened in shock. 



It was horrifying. The tall white-robed figure had used a horrifying tactic. 

Jian Wushuang was frightened. 

The Space-time in the vast void stopped with just a finger pointed from a distance. What an incredible 

power! 

Jian Wushuang had the opportunity to witness such supernatural power with his own eyes in the 

Consciousness Space. 

A message suddenly popped into his head just as Jian Wushuang was still in shock. 

“Space-time Divine Technique, A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique!” 

Jian Wushuang was both physically and mentally shocked. 

He finally obtained the finger technique’s name the tall white-robed figure had just displayed and also 

understood the reason behind his appearance in the dark void. 

It turned out the golden palace gates were not leading to a Space-time Palace, but into a Consciousness 

Space with unique secret techniques. 

The secret technique was called Space-time Divine Technique! 

It was not a secret technique to be precise, but a divine technique! 

Jian Wushuang did not know what divine technique was, but the finger movement the tall white-robed 

figure used earlier had astonished him. 

In his previous life, he had also seen many top experts in the Ancient God Domain like the head of Three 

Divine Realms performing their tactics with many of their methods being able to be fully displayed due 

to world constraints. The ones that they could perform did not impress Jian Wushuang. 

If he had to pick the most memorable one, it was his master Xuan Yi’s tactic to resurrect both his and 

Leng Rushuang’s souls. The Space-time Inversion Technique. 

He was sleeping when his master performed the Space-time Inversion Technique, so he technically did 

not see his master performing it. 

In any case, the tactic the tall white-robed figure had just performed was shocking enough. 

The tactic called A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique was part of the Space-time Secret Technique! 

Chapter 2666: A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique 

A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique concept was by quickly freezing the space-time of a certain area. 

It was equivalent to a space-time freeze tactic. 

The tactic was powerful and terrifying. 

The tall white-robed figure Jian Wushuang just saw did not show the technique’s full potential. Among 

the messages Jian Wushuang received, the divine technique was able to freeze a continent to which the 



Space-time could remain stagnant for hundred years to thousands and at the extreme even tens of 

thousands of years. 

In other words, tens of thousands of years would have passed but time would not move by even a 

second in the frozen continent. 

That was unbelievable. 

In the secret chamber, Jian Wushuang had already walked out of the Consciousness Space and slowly 

opened his eyes. 

“The Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique is scary but it’s only one of the many tricks in Space-time 

Divine Technique.” 

Jian Wushuang exclaimed. 

A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique was not the only technique in Space-time Divine Technique. Jian 

Wushuang discovered from the golden stone that there were at least two types of magical power and 

the A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique was just one of the techniques. As for the other technique, 

Jian Wushuang was probably unable to sense it due to his still shallow perception of the Space-time 

Law. 

Jian Wushuang looked at the golden stone strangely. 

“The golden stone brought me into the Consciousness Space and made me form a connection with 

Space-time Palace but the golden stone did not contain any information about the Space-time Palace, 

but only contained two types of Space-time Divine Technique. What could the golden stone made by the 

Space-time Palace do?” Jian Wushuang was quite puzzled. 

That was a question he could not answer for the time being. 

“Just let it be! The Space-time Divine Technique is so powerful and happens to appear before me, so I 

can’t miss it. I’ll start with figuring out A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique.” 

Jian Wushuang took a deep breath and soon he closed his eyes and began meditating meticulously. 

He could enter the Consciousness Space at will through the connection he formed with the golden stone 

in his hand. As such, he repeatedly watched the scene performed by the tall white-robed figure while 

personally experiencing the tactic’s effects and potentials amidst also figuring out how to master the 

technique. 

He had all the conditions needed to master the technique except sufficient perception capabilities. 

Jian Wushuang had always been fast in understanding laws and techniques. 

He was completely immersed in meditating and trying to understand the technique such that he had 

completely forgotten about everything else. 

Time flew past. 

The Sacred Palace had been calm with many disciples using various resources in the Sacred Palace to 

improve their strength. 



As for the Crimson Stone Fort... Yin Su’er was indeed in a worrisome situation before Jian Wushuang’s 

arrival. The pressure on her had reduced a fair bit as the situation in Crimson Sone Fort stabilized once 

again after Jian Wushuang gave the Blood Gems to Yin Su’er—it was like giving her a chance in a new 

life. 

There were no major events in the Crimson Stone Fort. 

Nine years passed in a flash under such a calm situation. 

Jian Wushuang who had been meditating for nine years in the secret chamber finally opened his eyes. 

“I barely mastered A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique after nine years.” Jian Wushuang clasped his 

hands together with a surprised look. 

As a Perfect Chaotic Creature, Jian Wushuang had exceptional comprehension skills. He was extremely 

fast in comprehending various secret techniques and tactics. 

The five strongest secret techniques from the Seven Stars Black Sect were easy for him as he only spent 

a very short time on them. However, he had spent altogether nine years in full concentration to 

comprehend A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique. The divine technique was indeed hard to 

comprehend. 

“Although I’ve just barely grasped the technique, I’m afraid the power I’m able to discharge is just one 

out of a thousand percent from its full potential. It’s currently still quite useful for me. At the same time, 

my understanding of Space-time Law has also improved a lot. I can go to the Space-time Beast next and 

try to process what I’ve managed to master in the past nine years.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. He soon stood up and headed to the Space-time Palace located in the 

Sacred Palace. 

... 

A large number of Sacred Palace disciples and experts were gathered on a vast combat field in the 

Sacred Palace with an ongoing battle in the center of the combat field. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

A series of spear shadows with powerful strangulation power emerged. 

A girl clothed in black with a menacing look had completely blended into the darkness while the spear in 

her hand was like a poisonous snake. 

The extremely powerful spear was moving around strangely and swiftly. 

The huge Principle World spread far and wide as the black-clothed girl was fighting against a quite well-

known High-level Earth Ultimate God disciple from the Sacred Palace. 

The genius disciple had an extremely high understanding of the laws and principles. However, he looked 

exceptionally awkward in front of the black-clothed girl. 

He was wielding his saber, but it was neither a match against the black girl’s spear in terms of speed nor 

power. 



The genius’s Principle World was completely suppressed as the black-clothed girl’s Dark Law perception 

was much higher. 

Suppression. The battle was all about suppression from the beginning. 

A moment later, the High-level Earth Ultimate God genius disciple was easily defeated by the black-

clothed girl. 

After she defeated the genius disciple, the black-clothed girl withdrew her spear and stood there 

shaking her head. “Weak, so weak!” 

“He’s very ordinary whether in terms of his perception in law or principles understanding. I’m afraid he’s 

just mediocre among the High-level Earth Ultimate God disciples of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion.” 

The black-clothed girl was telling the truth as she spoke her mind without any sugar coating. Perhaps it 

had something to do with her personality. 

There were a large number of Sacred Palace disciples around with some experts from Sacred Palace 

looking a little ugly when they heard her statement. 

They were helpless. 

The genius who had just been defeated by the black-clothed girl was the top disciple among the High-

level Earth Ultimate Gods in Sacred Palace, yet he was still easily defeated by the black-clothed girl. 

It did not just happen once. 

Three figures were standing behind the black-clothed girl. 

The three figures with a touch of chilliness and arrogance between their eyebrows looked very young, 

but their divine power breaths were extraordinary. 

Chapter 2667: Someone Familiar 

Just like the black-clothed girl, those three people were also from the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion. They 

were the black-clothed girl’s three senior brothers who were much stronger than the black-clothed girl 

in terms of cultivation realms and overall strength. 

Among the black-clothed girl’s three senior brothers, two Peak Earth Ultimate Gods had already taken 

action against the Sacred Palace’s Peak Earth Ultimate Gods. The Sacred Palace disciples had no room 

for struggle and were not a match to the both of them. 

They were frustrated and angry from their incapability, but could only hold back their emotions. 

They were secretly sighing in their hearts—they were also geniuses from the Sacred Palace but the 

geniuses recruited by Dragon Phoenix Pavilion from all over the Nine Realms of Golden Crows were 

much stronger. Dragon Phoenix Pavilion’s talented disciples were not only better in terms of their 

overall strength but also in other aspects. 

“What are the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciples doing here at Sacred Palace? Are they here just to show 

off their talents and strength?” 



“Who knows? We aren’t the one who invited them to come anyway.” 

“I heard that the people from Dragon Phoenix Pavilion had taken the initiative to visit Sacred Palace and 

paid a price to gather Sacred Palace disciples at the Space-time Palace. The Palace Keeper must have 

agreed to us disciples learning from each other as he wanted the talented disciples from Dragon Phoenix 

Pavilion to show us a thing or two so we know how far behind we are and quit being arrogant.” 

“Did the Palace Keeper do that?” 

Many of the Sacred Palace disciples were secretly passing comments as they felt the bitterness in their 

hearts. 

It was true that those Sacred Palace disciples were arrogant as they had always thought of themselves 

as geniuses. However, they were nobodies in the face of those Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciples. The 

failure would probably teach them a lesson not to be complacent in the future. 

The black-clothed girl made her way to her three Senior Brothers. 

“They are too weak, so there’s no point in fighting against them,” said the black-clothed girl in 

disappointment. 

“Haha, I’ve told you not to have too high hopes.” A young man with red hair smiled. “If the Crimson 

Stone Fort had not fallen to their current state, the potential of their geniuses could be extremely high. 

Even though they might not be as good as us, the gap should not be so ridiculously wide. However...the 

level of Sacred Palace concentration camp’s geniuses are no longer on par with us.” 

“Indeed, I heard some elders in the attic mentioned that Sacred Palace is no longer what it used to be 

after the fall of Crimson Stone Saint. It’ll probably take a lot of luck and a long time for them to cultivate 

a truly presentable genius as they haven’t had any in the last one thousand years,” said another 

handsome young man with a half-moon-like face. 

“We’ve already fought these Sacred Palace disciples per the Palace Keeper Si Zhen’s requirements and 

have achieved what we wanted. There’s no need to waste time with them. Let’s go to the Space-time 

Palace now. Among the many cultivation places within the Sacred Palace, only the Space-time Beast 

inside the Space-time Palace could be helpful to us,” said a cold voice. It was the burly man at the back 

with a dark golden stone staff on his back. 

“Yes, Senior Brother Tian Xin.” 

The black-clothed girl along with the other two Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciples immediately nodded 

when the burly man spoke—no longer dared to talk anymore. 

Those people from Dragon Phoenix Pavilion soon went straight to the Space-time Palace led by the 

experts from Sacred Palace. 

Jian Wushuang sat cross-legged under the Space-time Beast with a regretful look. 

“What a pity. Although the Space-time Beast is amazing, its evolution in Space-time Law had only 

reached the early stage of its strangulation power. My current Space-time Law understanding is already 

at this level. It’ll only allow me to be more familiar with the Space-time Law if I continue doing this and 

that’s not much use to me.” 



Jian Wushuang quickly walked out of the Space-time Palace after shaking his head. 

As he stepped out of the Space-time Palace, Jian Wushuang coincidentally bumped into the Dragon 

Phoenix Pavilion disciples who were walking toward him. 

Many disciples as well as Sacred Palace experts were following behind the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion 

disciples. 

“So many people?” Jian Wushuang was surprised. 

The Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciples had also noticed Jian Wushuang. 

“It’s him!” 

A low voice suddenly came from the black-clothed girl among the four Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciples. 

This black-clothed girl who ravaged many High-level Earth Ultimate God disciples from Sacred Palace in 

the battle earlier was powerful and had treated the other Sacred Palace disciples condescendingly, but 

she was stunned to see Jian Wushuang. Her eyes became extremely solemn while she stared closely at 

Jian Wushuang. 

“Oh, someone familiar?” 

Jian Wushuang also noticed the black-clothed girl as the corner of his mouth curled up. 

That was not the first time he saw the black-clothed girl as they had even fought against each other 

before. He recalled that the other party had shown some extraordinary techniques and even brought 

him a little pressure, hence the black-clothed girl was rather memorable to Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang later learned that the black-clothed girl was a Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciple. 

“Junior Sister, do you know this person?” The red-haired young man next to her looked over. 

“Of course I do.” The black-clothed girl’s voice became low. “The three of you should’ve heard me 

talking about him before. I went on a mission to an ordinary stellar region decades ago while still a 

Primary-level Ultimate God and fought against a similarly ranked genius before being defeated.” 

“I heard you mention this before. Could he be the one?” The red-haired young man immediately turned 

his gaze to Jian Wushuang. 

The handsome young man with the half-moon face and even the cold-looking burly man Tian Xin also 

shot a glance at Jian Wushuang. 

“That’s him.” 

The black-clothed girl was the fifth opponent Jian Wushuang encountered during the Blood Gladiator 

Challenge on the Northern Darkstar Continent. The Ancient Witch said in a low voice, “I was defeated by 

his shocking strength decades ago and haven’t seen him for decades. I didn’t expect him to be at the 

Sacred Palace. He seems to be one of the Sacred Palace disciples and his cultivation realm... He made a 

breakthrough at a faster pace than me?” 

The Ancient Witch was a little horrified when she noticed that. 



She was the much-loved Dragon Phoenix Pavilion Princess with a powerful master guiding her alongside 

a steady supply of resources for self-improvement. 

On the other hand, Jian Wushuang had to collect a large number of Primordial Stones and Divine Elixir 

Pills to improve his divine power while the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion paid a great price to construct a 

divine power fountain. 

Chapter 2668: The Stakes 

The divine power fountain in the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion contained unlimited divine power—allowing 

her to achieve High-level Earth Ultimate God from Primary-level Ultimate God within a short period of 

ten years because. It obviously had a lot to do with her being talented and fast at understanding the 

laws and principles. 

However, the Ancient Witch did not expect Jian Wushuang’s realm cultivation to not only be 

comparable with her but was even at an entire realm higher! 

She could feel Jian Wushuang’s divine power that had obviously achieved Peak-level Earth Ultimate God. 

“How did he cultivate?” The Ancient Witch directly rushed forward with a slight doubtfulness. 

“Jian Yi, we meet again.” The Ancient Witch spoke in a cold and slightly unfriendly voice. 

“This is quite a coincidence. Who knew I’ll bump into you here at the Sacred Palace?” Jian Wushuang 

was also quite surprised as he knew the Ancient Witch’s identity. 

The heavenly pride of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion actually came to this Sacred Palace? 

The Ancient Witch had a cold look in her eyes. “Humph, did you remember what I’ve previously said? I 

ask that you don’t bump into me again or I’ll definitely get you back next time and win. I’ve finally met 

you today. There’s nothing else apart from fighting me.” 

“Fight against you? Are you sure?” Jian Wushuang had an interesting smile as he unscrupulously emitted 

his Peak Earth Ultimate God divine power. 

His divine power was obviously one whole level stronger than the Ancient Witch. 

The Ancient Witch’s face darkened and immediately shouted in a low voice, “If you are considerate, 

you’ll only use the High-level Earth Ultimate God’s divine power similar to mine. Let’s decide our victory 

based on our laws perception and principles understanding. What do you think?” 

Jian Wushuang’s facial expression grew weirder as he heard that. 

The Sacred Palace disciples were also behaving extremely weirdly. 

“Who’s this? Is he also a disciple of our Sacred Palace? Why haven’t we met him before?” 

“Yes, he’s also a Sacred Palace disciple who entered via the Sacred Heaven Road nine years ago. I heard 

rumors that he’s very talented but has always been in seclusion and seldom shows himself ever since 

entering the Sacred Palace. I wonder why he came out today.” 



“He seems to be an old acquaintance of the Ancient Witch who has proactively challenged him.” Sounds 

of chatters started surrounding them one-by-one. 

Juan Wushuang smiled indifferently. “It’s not every day the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion’s heavenly pride 

proactively challenges somebody. There’s no reason for me not to accept this challenge. We shall follow 

your suggestion and I’ll only fight against you using the High-level Earth Ultimate God’s divine power. 

However, it doesn’t seem interesting if we fight for nothing. Why don’t we bet on something?” 

“Bet on something? A gamble fight?” The Ancient Witch narrowed her eyes. 

The Sacred Palace disciples had surprised expressions on their faces. 

“He actually brought up a gamble-fight when he’s fighting against the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciple? 

This Jian Yi is really daring!” 

“He must’ve plucked his courage from the skies. Although he’s a Peak-level Earth Ultimate God, the 

perception of the laws and understanding principles aren’t differentiated by realms or levels. Although 

the Ancient Witch is only at the High-level Earth Ultimate God, you can see that her laws perception and 

principles understanding is almost as good as a Heaven Ultimate God based on her actions. He must be 

suicidal to fight her.” 

“He brought up the gamble-fight? Oh my god!!” All the Sacred Palace disciples felt that Jian Wushuang 

was extremely daring. 

The other heavenly prides of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion speechlessly looked at each other while 

smiling. They obviously were thinking the same as the Sacred Palace disciples. 

The Ancient Witch had her gaze set on Jian Wushuang. ‘This Jian Yi... He was able to defeat me in the 

previous fight because of his much stronger divine power than mine. However, his law perception and 

principles understanding weren’t stronger than mine as he didn’t even have a clue about the Principle 

World back then. His combat power might be stronger now that he has achieved Peak Earth Ultimate 

God but his only advantage will be his divine power. Divine power aside, he definitely won’t be my 

opponent based on his laws perception and principles understanding alone.’ The Ancient Witch was 

extremely confident. 

She was a genius. What did it mean by being a genius in the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion? 

Speedy level-ups in realms and cultivation meant nothing. A real genius would have scary improvements 

in law perception and principles understanding. 

Jian Wushuang could not be considered a true genius yet in her opinion. 

The Ancient Witch asked, “Jian Yi, what do you want to bet on?” 

“I know that you’re from the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion and every Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciple is from 

rich families. Let’s bet on Divine Elixir Pills since you’re rich,” said Jian Wushuang. 

The Ancient Witch directly said, “Divine Elixir Pills? Not a problem, how many do you want to bet?” 

“Not much, a hundred pills,” said Jian Wushuang without much care. 



“What?” The Ancient Witch was stunned. 

The Sacred Palace experts and those disciples around them were also shocked. 

Even the three prides of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion also glanced at Jian Wushuang in surprise. 

100 Divine Elixir Pills? 

Those were Divine Elixir Pills and not Primordial Stones. 

One Divine Elixir Pill was equal to 5,000,000 primordial stones in the market using the simplest 

calculations. 100 Divine Elixir Pills would be 500,000,000 Primordial Stones. 

This was only using a simple calculation and 100 Divine Elixir Pills were definitely valued more than such. 

Jian Yi stood in front of her and just mentioned betting 100 Divine Elixir Pills without any hesitation. How 

were 100 Divine Elixir Pills a small amount?! 

“Why? The heavenly pride of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion can’t even come up with a hundred Divine 

Elixir Pills?” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“No, it’s just that...” The Ancient Witch had a tight frown on her face. 

She was capable of coming up with 100 Divine Elixir Pills but that would be her entire savings. Apart 

from that, she would need to exchange it with some really special precious items not to mention that 

she only had a dozen with her right now. 

At that moment... 

“Junior.” The red-haired young man from the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion looked over. “It’s only a hundred 

Divine Elixir Pills. Just focus on fighting him. All three of your senior brothers will help gather these 

hundred Divine Elixir Pills if you lose. Apart from divine power, how is it possible for you to lose to a 

Sacred Palace disciple with your abilities?” 

The Ancient Witch was stunned before nodding. “That’s right. There’s a difference between our divine 

power in the previous fight but this time... I won’t lose for sure!” 

“I’ll bet with a hundred Divine Elixir Pills.” 

Jian Wushuang had a weird smile when he saw the Ancient Witch agreeing to his terms. “If that’s the 

case, let’s start.” 

“Humph!” The Ancient Witch humphed softly and immediately made her move without any hesitation. 

Rumbling~~~ 

It could be seen that a huge Principle World was directly forced towards Jian Wushuang. 

The Ancient Witch had activated her Principle World when she was at the Primary-level Ultimate God. 

Her Principle World grew increasingly stronger as her principles understanding was elevated which 

resulted in her current extremely powerful 30,000 kilometers Principle World. 

Chapter 2669: Winning 



“She has succeeded in reaching the Profound Achievement Principle World.” Jian Wushuang raised his 

eyebrows. 

In the Danyang Holy Domain, only some powerful Peak Earth Ultimate Gods had achieved Profound 

Achievement in their Principle Worlds. Although the Ancient Witch was just at the Earth High-level 

Ultimate God, she was the heavenly pride of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion. It was impossible for her not 

to achieve it. 

The overpowering Principle World repressed against Jian Wushuang who did not immediately activate 

his Sword World to contend against it. He stood there in silence as the Ancient Witch disappeared in the 

darkness. 

Whoosh! 

A wave of strong wind came from the back of Jian Wushuang as the space behind him seemed to distort 

and open before a black spear came flying towards him like an awakened dragon along with an outburst 

of frightening power. 

Jian Wushuang slightly moved his body as the black spear flew past him and swept past the side of his 

clothes. 

However, the Ancient Witch waved her hand before slightly moving her body which resulted in forming 

hundreds of her apparitions before all of them concurrently rushed towards Jian Wushuang. 

The Ancient Witch had meditated on both the Dark and Space-time Law, hence her Dark Law 

understanding was quite defined while that of the Space-time was just ordinary. 

She had come to the Space-time Palace to raise her insights towards Space-time Law. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The cold spears continuously pierced towards Jian Wushuang with shocking power while Jian Wushuang 

fluttered his body freely like an erratic cloud. 

“B*stard, I dare you not to move!” The Ancient Witch shouted softly. 

Jian Wushuang mocked, “Haha... You are too slow.” 

He did not make any moves and only fluttered in the sky at his speed. This had already caused the 

Ancient Witch’s attacks to fail at reaching him. 

The Ancient Witch failed to bump or even touch Jian Wushuang for a long period as Jian Wushuang 

evaded her attacks. 

This made the Ancient Witch extremely angry. 

At this moment...Jian Wushuang made a sudden move. He took the opportunity and rushed toward her 

when the Ancient Witch retracted her spears. He only used his finger as his sword and a raw sword-light 

directly hit the Ancient Witch’s body without any obstruction. 

This attack was unable to hurt the Ancient Witch as she had defensive measures on top of wearing 

defensive armor underneath her clothes. However, she still turned pale. 



“You’ve lost.” Jian Wushuang slowly spoke. 

The Ancient Witch slightly trembled and held her fists tightly with her nails already dug into her flesh. 

She had lost, she had really lost. 

She had completely lost without any grounds to struggle and fight back. 

There was a huge gap in their differences. 

‘Space-time Law, this guy has an extremely high understanding of Space-time Law!!’ The Ancient Witch 

looked upwards and stared at Jian Wushuang. 

She was not the only one. Her three other seniors were also staring at Jian Wushuang at this moment. 

All of them saw the battle. 

Jian Wushuang had only evaded the Ancient Witch’s attacks with his speed from the beginning. The 

Ancient Witch was really strong with powerful means with her spear movements speedy and extremely 

powerful. However, it did not matter how powerful her spear movements were as it was useless as long 

as she could not touch her opponent. 

Jian Yi moved too fast. 

He easily defeated the Ancient Witch with his absolute speed in this fight. 

The Sacred Palace experts and disciples standing around the fighting area were also slightly stunned. 

“H-he won?” 

“He won over one of Dragon Phoenix Pavilion’s heavenly pride?” 

“He moves too fast and has a high-level understanding of Space-time Law. No wonder... No wonder he 

dared to proactively make a gamble. Turns out he’s confident he’ll win.” 

“Who knew there’s a genius with such a high understanding of Space-time Law in our Sacred Palace?” 

The Sacred Palace disciples were all sighing. 

They previously felt that Jian Wushuang was extremely arrogant when he proactively requested a 

gamble-fight and made a bet of 100 Divine Elixir Pills. 

However, the situation at that moment... Jian Wushuang had kicked everybody’s asses with his actions. 

“A hundred Divine Elixir Pills.” Jian Wushuang looked at the Ancient Witch with a smile on his face while 

stretching his right hand out. 

The Ancient Witch gritted her teeth and was about to take those pills out and give Jian Wushuang 

when... 

“Let’s not be in a hurry.” The voice of someone speaking was heard before the red-haired young man 

who was one of the Ancient Witch’s seniors slowly walked forward. 

He arrived in front of the Ancient Witch and comforted her. “Junior, both victory and defeat are normal 

during battles—especially when Jian Yi has a higher Peak Earth Ultimate God realm compared to you. He 



still has great natural advantages even though he did not use his Peak Earth Ultimate God’s divine 

power. It’s normal for you to lose, so there’s no need to be caught up by this.” 

The Ancient Witch slightly nodded. Although she was unable to resign over her failure, she should not 

be defeated after only losing twice to Jian Yi. 

Her name ‘Witch’ had mentioned a lot about her character and style of handling matters. 

The red-haired man looked towards Jian Wushuang after comforting the Ancient Witch. “You’re Jian Yi? 

My name is Leng Xing and I’m also a Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciple. 

“Are you also interested in carrying out a gamble-fight with me?” Jian Wushuang smiled indifferently. 

“Of course, I cannot pretend it’s nothing when I see my junior is being bullied as her senior brother,” 

said Leng Xing. 

“We can carry out another gamble fight, but you need to give me the one hundred Divine Elixir Pills 

first,” said Jian Wushuang directly. 

“I’m a Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciple, do you think I’ll refuse to give you some pills?” Leng Xing’s facial 

expression darkened. 

“That’s difficult to say,” said Jian Wushuang with a smile. 

Leng Xing was speechless and could only flip his hand to come up with some Divine Elixir Pills. He 

gathered the pills alongside the Ancient Witch before passing 100 of them to Jian Wushuang. 

“Not bad.” Jian Wushuang smiled in satisfaction when he took over the 100 Divine Elixir Pills before 

glancing at Leng Xing with a growing smile on his face. “You are the Senior Brother of the Ancient Witch 

and also a Peak Earth Ultimate God. I’m sure you’re much stronger than the Ancient Witch and richer. 

Why don’t we increase our bet slightly for this fight to two hundred Divine Elixir Pills?” 

“Two hundred Divine Elixir Pills?” The corners of Leng Xing’s mouth trembled uncontrollably. 

It was true that he was a heavenly pride of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion and not to mention the fact that 

the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion was extremely rich. However, Divine Elixir Pills were not like Primordial 

Stones that could be easily obtained. 

He could not come up with 200 pills even after adding up everything he had. 

“Alright, I agree.” Leng Xing directly nodded. 

The Ancient Witch looked at him and softly said, “Senior Brother Leng Xing, Jian Yi is quite strong and 

has an extremely high understanding of Space-time Law. Apart from that, he easily defeated me without 

using his Principle World during our fight just now. He showed divine power far stronger than his level 

when I was defeated by him, hence you cannot look down at him. This gamble-fight...” 

Chapter 2670: Ravaged 

The Ancient Witch originally planned to advise Leng Xing so that he would not simply carry out a 

gamble-fight with Jian Wushuang. She felt that Jian Wushuang’s strength was slightly unpredictable on 

top of being too confident. 



He had something to rely on as he dared proactively raised a gamble-fight with such huge bets even 

though he knew they were heavenly prides of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion. 

However, Leng Xing waved his hand before she could finish speaking and said. “Junior Sister Ancient, 

you seem to be looking down at me. Please don’t forget that I’m one of the top five Peak Earth Ultimate 

Gods in the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion. Do you think this Jian Wushuang can be one of the top five Peak 

Earth Ultimate Gods geniuses in the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion?” 

The Ancient Witch was stunned and slightly frowned but did not continue to speak. 

“I agree to two hundred Divine Elixir Pills. Jian Yi, the both of us are Peak Earth Ultimate Gods so there’s 

no need to reserve your divine power. Just show us all your skills,” shouted Leng Xing as his body 

suddenly trembled. 

Hum!! 

A total of 700 apparitions appeared at the same time. 

Leng Xing had quite a strong understanding of Space-time Law even among the Heaven Ultimate God as 

he could cultivate as many as 700 apparitions at the same time. It was no wonder he was so confident. 

Apart from his Space-time Law understanding, his Principle World had also opened up to the size of 

30,000 kilometers with powers much stronger than the Ancient Witch’s. 

His weapon was the battle saber which he handled in an extremely fast manner. 

The combat power he showed at that exact moment was extremely surprising. 

The surrounding Sacred Palace disciples looked at him in horror as Leng Xing was only a Peak Earth 

Ultimate God, but his combat prowess was comparable to those Primary-level Heaven Ultimate God in 

the eyes of those Sacred Palace disciples. 

Would Jian Yi be an opponent to Leng Xing who had such horrifying power? 

Everybody was wondering at the bottom of their hearts but what happened next exceeded their 

expectations. 

Jian Wushuang slightly took action after Leng Xing activated his combat power. 

He also activated his 800 apparitions—100 more than Leng Xing—to appear at that moment. 

He also released his Profound Achievement Sword World but he did not display his full strength. The 

Sword World power he displayed was less than 50% but this 50% was enough to suppress Leng Xing’s 

speed in his Principle World. 

Apart from that, his Blood Mountain Sword had appeared in his hand as he displayed his Sword 

Principle. He used the tactic of stopping speed with greater speed as he handled his sword faster than 

Leng Xing’s saber handling ways. 

In terms of divine power, Jian Wushuang’s explosive divine power was stronger than Leng Xing’s. 



Law understanding, Principle World, sword skill, saber skill, and divine power... Leng Xing was 

completely suppressed by Jian Wushuang in every aspect. 

Everything ended with Leng Xing being completely ravaged by Jian Wushuang without being able to fight 

back much. 

It was a one-sided complete ravage! 

Although Leng Xing tried all sorts of ways as though he had gone crazy, everything was useless when 

faced with overwhelming strength. 

The Sacred Palace disciples were slightly stunned when they saw that. 

They had never imagined a Sacred Palace disciple would be able to ravage a similarly leveled Dragon 

Phoenix Pavilion’s heavenly pride to that extent? 

It was truly miserable! 

The facial expressions of those three Dragon Phoenix Pavilion disciples who were standing at the 

battlefield’s edge slightly darkened. 

They initially did not pay much attention to the Sacred Palace disciples but one of them was completely 

ravaged by the other party in a blink of an eye. 

“I have already said that Jian Yi is extremely strong,” said the Ancient Witch coldly. 

A while later, the completely one-sided battle and ravaged situation, had finally ended. The person who 

won was naturally Jian Wushuang. As for Leng Xing, he was initially very irritable and extremely angry 

but soon became extremely obedient after a round of being ravaged such that he even started to be 

frightened of Jian Wushuang. 

This was the first time he was ravaged by a similarly leveled Peak Earth Ultimate God. Even the other 

four Peak Earth Ultimate Gods at the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion were not much stronger than him despite 

being positioned higher than him. It was impossible for them to so easily ravage him. 

However, Jian Wushuang managed to do so. 

It meant that Jian Wushuang would have been the first-ranked among those Peak Earth Ultimate Gods 

in their pavilion if he went to the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion! 

“You’re Leng Xing, right? Two hundred Divine Elixir Pills.” Jian Wushuang fixed his gaze on Leng Xing with 

a smile on his face but with his right hand already stretched out. 

The corners of Leng Xing’s mouth slightly twitched. Although he was extremely unwilling, he still took a 

batch of pills and several special treasures of the equal value out from his Interspatial Ring. 

“There’s only so little Divine Elixir Pills?” Jian Wushuang pursed his mouth. He was not interested in 

those special treasures as he would only sell them at the Star Picking Pavilion the moment he got them. 

He wanted ready-made Divine Elixir Pills as the treasures’ value would be hugely discounted if he 

exchanged them for those pills later on. Unfortunately, Leng Xing did not have so many pills on him so 

Jian Wushuang could forcibly ask for it. 



Jian Wushuang focused his gaze at the remaining two heavenly prides of the Dragon Phoenix Pavilion 

after defeating Leng Xing. 

The handsome teenager who was also at the Peak-level Earth Heavenly God could not help but secretly 

tremble when he felt Jian Wushuang’s gaze. 

This handsome teenager dared not take action if even Leng Xing was ravaged by Jian Wushuang as he 

was not as strong as Leng Xing. 

Jian Wushuang also did not pay much attention to him and turned his gaze at the final person. This 

crossed-armed person with an extremely cool facial expression on his face was the burly man called Wu 

Xin! 

“Brother, I wonder if you’d like to have a gamble-fight with me?” Jian Wushuang asked with a smile on 

his face. 

Everyone present was startled with the look in their eyes that slowly changed into astonishment as he 

spoke. 

If the reason Jian Wushuang dared continuously fight both the Ancient Witch and Leng Xing was because 

of his extremely powerful abilities, everyone felt he had gone completely crazy at that moment! 

He was certainly crazy! 

“H-he dared to challenge Senior Brother Wu Xin?” The Ancient Witch was also startled. 

“He’s not satisfied after continuously defeating me and Junior Sister Ancient? Does he want to have a 

gamble-battle with Senior Brother Wu Xin? Does he really think he’s invincible?” Leng Xing also shouted 

slightly softly. 

The handsome teen also mumbled, “Is... Is he really crazy?” 

Wu Xin was completely different from them. 

The reason was not only from being more talented but the crux laid within his current realm... 

Boom~~~ 

A strong aura exploded from the burly man—Wu Xin’s body. This aura wave was extremely strong and 

suppressed everybody there. 

Apart from Jian Wushuang and a small number of Sacred Palace experts, everybody else slightly 

trembled under the aura’s suppression. 

Heaven Ultimate God! Wu Xin was a true Heaven Ultimate God! 

He was also an extreme genius!! 

 


